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Women's Basketball Gets Set to
Defend GLIAC Title.
See story p. 9

THE L,
Niemeyer Gets Mixed Reactions From Student Senate
By Michael Newell
Guest News Writer
Ptovost
Glenn
Niemeyer
addressed the GVSU Student
Senate on Thursday, November 3
and tried to shed some light on
the ever-growing controversy
surrounding the proposed future
move of at least one school to a
downtown
Grand
Rapids
location.
Niemeyer
said
GVSU
President Arend Lubbers assigned
a
long-term
planning
commission to study ways
GVSU can best utilize the
property donated by Stowe &
Davis as well as the use of the
Eberhard
Center.
A
subcommittee was given the task
of
trying
to
specifically
determine what academic use
GVSU can make of the available
downtown —property.
The
commission and subcommittee
will continue to tackle their
assignments but in the meantime
speculations of who is going
is popular on the Allendale
campus.
Niemeyer urged those in
attendance Thursday to keep in
mind that the final goal will be
to do what is in the best interest
of Grand Valley.
He also
pointed out that a move
downtown would help alleviate
problems with space at the
Allendale campus and minimize
logistical shuffle.
Niemeyer
thinks the move will contihue to
allow students to interact with
faculty and in many cases it may
help interaction because of
faculty locations.
The downtown issue is one of
the most difficult Grand Valley
has ever had to deal with,

according to Niemeyer. "We are
dealing with what is at the very
UUUUIUUII-- wilfll
Valley is, how it is
known, what is its reputation
and how will it be thought of in
the years ahead. Those issues go
at the very heart of what the
institution is all about," he said.
Grand Valley has multiple
missions according to Niemeyer.
One is to emphasize liberal arts
and another is to emphasize
success.
The latter was the
original purpose of the Eberhard
Center and is complimentary to
and not the central mission of
Grand Valley, said Niemeyer.
"What will be the relationship
between the campus in Allendale
and the campus in Grand Rapids
and how can we address that in
the best possible way?" That
question, said Niemeyer, must be
answered. He said a vertical split
is the answer for many learning
institutions. This would identify
certain units that go primarily in
one location and would help
maintain the integrity of both
campuses. Niemeyer was quick
to
point
out
that
the
development of the Grand Rapids
campus will
not happen
overnight
Several recommendations were
made regarding the Grand Rapids
campus. Among them was to
move one or two units of study
downtown.
These would be
upper division and graduate
programs that could uniquely
benefit from being located in
Grand Rapids. Specific concerns
mentioned were the need for
more classrooms, offices, student
housing and a development of
certain graduate programs that
would attract full-time students.

Bush Wins Election
Young Voters Make the Difference
By Tim Syrek
News Writer
George Bush, the winner of the
national election, continued the
republican tradition of victory in
Allendale Township.
"Almost fifty percent of the
voters are estimated to be
students.11 said Timea Henderson,
secretary of the Township'
Supervisor.
The doors closed at 8p.m.", but
voting continued until 8:45 p.m.
The township clerk, Norma
Berens estimated that 150 people
were backed up outside the door
at closing time.
Allendale voters cast 2,079
votes for the Bush/Quayle ticket
and defeated Micheal Dukakis and
Lloyd Bentsen, who received only
510 votes.

"The turnout was fantastic, the
best we have ever had," said
Berens. She added that the high
turnout was due to the
controversial proposal A, which
passed 2,004 to 423 votes.
The republicans have won the
last four elections in Michigan,
and easily in Ottawa county each
of the past two.
rri Ottawa cffuntyrthe election
results have Bush defeating
Dukakis, 44,450 to 13,482
votes. Proposal A, has passed
39,596 to 13,407. Both numbers
were as of late Tuesday evening
In
Ottawa
county
the
Reagan/Bush ticket in 1984 beat
Mondale and Ferraro 60,142 to
15,000. In 1980, Carter and
Mondale fell to Reagan and Bush
51,217 to 18,435.

Recommendations
for the
Allendale campus included the
continuedconsideration of further
developments and enhancements
as well as closely monitoring
housing needs. Both campuses
must also take a serious look at
the needs the library must f i l l ,

said Niemeyer.
Theresponsibility
responsibilityofofcoming
coming
The
forward with a formal written
recommendation in this matter
rests with the Stowe & Davis
long-term planning commission.
From there it will go to the
Executive Committee of the

Senate, then to each
each academic
division and
and final!'
finally to the
division
Student Senate. Reaction to the
recommendation will be solicited
and eventually it will be brought
to a vote where it will be decided
what course o f action should be
See M O V E , p .4

m e construction began this past week on the
new Automatic Teller Machine. Unconfirmed
reports say it should be finished hither quickly
and should be in operation by the time your
tuition payment is due.
(left)The ATM will be located in the
westernmost edge o f the south doors to the
Kirkhof Center. The exterior o f the ATM
(right) has already been constructed.

.

Storm Takes Its Toll on Eberhard Center
persisted. Windows that were
improperly caulked also leaked,
but other than large water stains
The
severe
storms
on
little damage resulted as the rain
September 22 that dumped 3.16
water was out of any office areas.
inches of rain on the Grand
"To us it was a major leak,
Rapids area had a similar effect
being a new building, however it
inside the new $28 million L.V.
was a minor leak considering the
Eberhard Center.
storm and its effects on other
Rain leaked through the roof
buildings
downtown,"
said
into offices damaging a laser
Mehler.
primer, various software, ceiling
Mehler feels that these
tiles, and a cabinet, said Dick
problems will occur in any new
Mehler, L.V. Eberhard building
building. The building is less
manager.
than one year old and was
Gallons of water leaking into
dedicated on April 29, 1988.
the building, was described by
"The building still has some
two employees as a faucet-like
bumps that need to be smoothed
flow coming from the ceiling.
out. Only an expert can find the
The leaks lasted about a day and
leaks in the seams. It was like
repair crews worked through the
looking for a needle in a
following weekend to fix them. — haystack," said Mehler.
The leak resulted from
Mehler noted that the roof was
openings in the building's rubber
given top installation ratings by
skin roof and from a foot in the
roof inspectors. He described it
cooling tower. According to
as being one of the best roofs of
Mehler several seams in the roof
its type in Grand Rapids.
didn't seal properly and the heavy
"The roofing on this building
rain pushed them open.
has a one year warranty from the
Carlisle
corporation.
Any
As a result of the torrential
damage will be covered by
downpour, four leaks were found
in the roof the next morning.
insurance," Mehler said.
Since the incident, repairs have
Architect Dave Brown, of the
been made and only one leak has
Design Forum Company, ,who
By Tim Syrek
News Writer

specializes in roofing problems,
said that nothing can be done
about leaks until they show up.
"Some construction companies
are to blame for problems like
these. The workers have lost the
sense of pride in their work and
looks to meet deadlines not
produce a perfect building. The
basic problem is the quality of
the workmanship," said Brown.
Both Mehler and Brown feel
that it is impossible to trouble
shoot any problems that may
plague the facility in the future.
"Education is the key to
stopping some problems,” said
Mehler in reference to several
circuit blow-outs that have
occurred in the building.
"The building works on three
systems. One for the computers,
one for office equipment and
lighting and one for the heating
cooling system," said Mehler.
People are putting lamps and
office equipment into computer
outlets and this results in an
overloading of the system that
blows out circuits. In time this
problem will be solved as people
become more educated with the
features
of
the
building,
explained Mehler.
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Police
Beat

New Meal Plan Offered For Next Year
By Brian Holtsclaw
New* Writer

Next year, Grand Valley will
be adding a new meal program for
its students, "which we call the
B oard Plus program," said
D irector o f Housing, R ick
Henke.
"The Board Plus program is an
ala carte meal program which
allows the students to eat at any
o f the dining locations on
campus such as the K irkhof
Center Galley, the Commons
Deli, the Commons cafeteria, or
the North Commons fast food
shop."
"All the food items obtained at
any o f these locations, while

passing through the serving area it is the plan for the light to
medium eater. Under the current
are totaled and deducted from the
meal
plans, for example, we have
students account with the
a
19
meal plan. The average
exception o f the Commons
number
of meals eaten per week
where a predetermined amount is
on
that
plan
is 13. The average
deducted for the specific meal
number
of
meals
eaten on the 12
used."
meal plan for one week is eight.
"W hat it's like is a bank
Some kinds eat more and some
account," said A.R.A. director,
Doug Klunk, "The student will eat less. On the Board Plus
program, the program allows for
buy points and rather than a
14 meals per week. You can eat
traditional identification card that
we have now. It will have a bar more than that but you'll run out
o f points. If you run out o f
code or magnetic strip on the
points you can buy more."
back,” that can be read by
machines at each food location.
Henke said, "Parents love this
The card is similar to a credit
plan because they can take dollars
card.
and put it right into their sons or
"It is not the plan for the
daughters account instead of
football player," siad Klunk. "But sending the money or check

through the mail when they're
not sure o f where the money
goes."
"Points will not be carried
from year to year but will be
ca rried from sem ester to
semester," siad Henke. "It's a big
program all over the country
now. It's very popular. The
University of Hartford, Emmery
College and M.I.T. have it and I
venture to say that other colleges
in Michigan have it" Tulane
University and Loyola University
also have this program.
"It will really expand Grand
Valleys residential life and will
probably be available to off
campus students, too," said
Klunk.
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ITZA Pizza will be open
Saturday and Sunday during
Little Brother/Sister Weekend
FREE Delivery 7pm*Midnight

ON CAM IPIIIas
Thursday, Nov. 10

.th e new
speaker that puts you
in the perform ance.
• High Performance
• Com puter Optim ized
• 10yr. W arranty

Call 895-3718

Featuring
Diffused Ambiance
for natural sound!

-coupon ■

* Electric Zoot Suit (Comedy Team)

jONE DOLLAR OFF]

Nite Club Series 9 pm/KC - Promenade

any Large P izza
FROM

Friday, Nov. 11
Lunchbreak Series 12 noon - CFA/LAT

KARNS ELECTRONICS

IS

FR EE Delivery

* "The Rivals" 8 pm - CFA/LAT

*

910 E. Fulton St. (616) 458-5869
GRAND RAPIDS. Ml 49503

UTOA IPSss®

* GVSU Faculty String Quartet

C jJJ_ 8 9 5 - 3 7 J, 8

* Siblings Weekend

A

Saturday, Nov. 12

* Airband '8 8

On October 30, 3 students were
caught stealing a vacuum cleaner
from a building. The prosecutor
is still deciding whether or not to
press charges.
On O ctober 30, 2 officers
stopped a car for running a stop
sign and found a loaded pistol in
the car. The student was arrested
for carrying a concealed weapon
and was lodged in Ottawa County
jail. The student was also charged
with receiving and concealing
stolen property of over $100, as
there was a stolen camera in the
car. ,
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* "The Rivals"

By Pam Thompson
N ews Writer

MONDAY+■

Can't find A
Place To
P a rk ?

8 pm - CFA/LAT
9 pm/FH - Arena

* Siblings Weekend

Sunday, Nov. 13

Sports

All Night Happy Hour!
-

* Men's Basketball
GVSU vs. U of Windsor

"Bimini Brothers"

~

Voice your opinion at the
Student Senate meeting
on Thursday, Nov. 10 at
P:30 pm

Tuesday, Nov. 15
* Health Career Day
Kirkhof Center

■

WEDNESDAY-

-

7:45 pm/FH - Arena
f

TUESDAY

Late Night
Happy Hour!

Are you tired of traffic
jams, parking prohjiems,
and parking tickets at
GVSU?

Monday, Nov. 14

Night

THURSDAYDRAFTS
250

-THURS.-SAT

.—

* T. Daniel Mime Theater - "Structures
on Silence" (Lunchbreak Series) 12 noon

N o v . 1 0 -1 2

FEATURED BAND:

Physical Plant will be

CFA/LAT

'Mick Furlo

there to answer your
questions.

Wednesday, Nov. 16

Bring this ad in for
$1 off anything
on Fri. or Sat.

f o r mor e i n f o r m a t i o n cal l 8 9 5 - 3 / 2 1

The Lanthorn invites all student
organizations to submit their meeting
dates and campus events for
publication. All information must be at
The Lanthorn office before 1 pm
Wednesday for the following issue.
This service is funded by the
Student Senate.

EXP. 1 1/12/88

s
The GVSU Student Senate would like to
thank everyone
who participated in the Social Forum
on Oct. 27.

___ ________

115 MONROE MALL
in Paddington 4 Worthmore's
, Deli Restaurant

454-2223
V

the Lanthorn

C om piled by Andy K arafa
P hotos by Julie Edinger

The Lanthorn's Letters Section

The risk of contracting AIDS is on the rise.
Do you consider it when making sexual decisions?
To The Editor,
I am deeply disappointed and thoroughly disgusted with the
Student Senate for holding the Air Band competition on one of the
previously scheduled performance nights of The Rivals (Theatre
Grand Valley production).
I (and many others) wouldn't be so bothered by this if it were the
first time Student Senate was inconsiderate enough to schedule a
major performance on the same conflicting date as another, but alas,
it's the second time in a row that Air Band has interrupted a Theatre
Grand Valley performance.
This ignorance makes it impossible for anyone working on The
Rivals (such as myself) to be involved with Air Band. I don't think
it would've been too difficult to schedule Air Band the weekend
before Thanksgiving, although the Student Senate probably has
reasons for their bad judgement
This university already has a serious problem trying to draw
interested audience members to attend social functions, but to
schedule two major performances on one night is truly ridiculous.
Laural Harms

Dear Editor,
Being a Public Administration major, I commonly scan the local
papers for news items that affect the community. I spit up my beer
when I read the revised ordinance adopted by Allendale Township.
In short, the term "nuisance party" was defined under the "Disorderly
Definitions" section of the ordinance.
Text continued by listing eleven fairly specific conditions which
defined a "nuisance party.” The ordinance went on to state that a
nuisance party "results in one or more” of those eleven conditions.
M ost of the conditions dealt with items such as "destruction of
public or private property," "public disturbances, brawls, fights, or
quarrels." However, one specific condition stated: Assembly of
persons in excess o f limits imposed by conditions, rules or
requirements of lease or occupancy agreement. Does this condition
alone give the police the right to break up large parties?
You bet it does. The police now have the right to throw guests
out of a leased apartment, if the said apartment contains more
persons than the lease agreement specifies. In some cases, a
seven-person "nuisance party" is indeed, a violation of the law!
This law blatantly gives the police significant power. If the
police can enforce a specific clause of lease agreements, what is
stopping the Allendale Township board from passing a similar
ordinance enabling police to enforce the entire lease agreement? I
can see it now. Police backup needed to evict tennant for
deliberately harboring goldfish in an apartment.
What it boils down to is that the police are given the power to
enforce arbitrary rules and/or agreements determined by private, third
parties (the building landlords). With this ordinance, the landlords
are free to impose occupancy limits, and Ottawa County is there to
back them up. With the current housing shortage, students will be
forced to enter such lease agreements, and subsequently, lose their
right to have a good time.

John Jancek
Jr. Nursing
“Yes, I guess I do. I ’m very
careful who I sleep with. It is
very important to pick your
partners carefully.”

Rick Peters
So. pursuing writing
“With the whole party scene
people are getting drunk and
there is a lot of bed-hopping
with no concern for feelings, or
physical concerns. It will be a
problem once it is introduced to
this campus.”

Patti Ambrose
So. Business
“Yes, it is a problem. People
should be more careful about
their decisions on who they sleep
with. It could become a problem
on campus.”

Pete VanderStel
F t. Undecided
“Yes, Ido. You have to
consider AIDS in society
because, in the future, it will be
around every move we make.
We could get bad habits for the
future.”

Shelia Williams
Sr. Nursing
"I think it is important since it is
an epidemic. If you consider it
ahead of time you’ll understand
what the consequences are.”

Tim M orris
G rad. Student
International M arketing
“No, because I only have one
partner and people here are more
conservative and are worrying
about it also.”
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MOVE

Students Protest Downtown Move
By G ina L. F ernandez
News Writei*_________________
Grand Valley State University
students are protesting the
possible move o f the Siedman
School o f Business to downtown
Grand Rapids because they feel
that the campus will be split up.
Som e o f the problem s
suggested by the protesting
students about the downtown
center are, the lack of parking lot
availability, the lack o f close
eating places, the lack o f a
library, and the lack o f campus
life. Students are also complain
ing about the possibility of
having to commute from the
downtown center to Grand Valley
to take other business major
requirements.
Leading up the protesting is
Delta Sigma Pi representative,

A petition to stop the business
Eric Klein, who doesn't feel that
the university has the money school from being moved was
needed to expand into downtown.
being passed around which,
P rovost G lenn N iem eyer according to Klein, got "850 to
suggested some solutions to 900" signatures from students
these problems, such as building with hopes o f receiving 1000
eating places, building parking signatures. But Klein doesn't
lots, using the public library or think that the* petition "w ill
setting up com puter systems change their current opinions
with library information, and because they already know that a
using video tapes o f courses at lot o f the students are upset."
G rand V alley in stead o f "The majority o f the students
commuting back and forth.
don't want to go downtown,”
However, whether the Seidman replied Klein in reference to the
School o f Business is moved idea o f the upper division
downtown or not is not even a b u sin ess co u rses m oving
proposal y e t So far it is just dow ntow n. K lein is also
Niemeyer's opinion o f what the planning to speak in each of the
business classes to inform the
university should do.
Niemeyer has suggested either students o f the business school
moving the School o f Social move and Klein is urging all
Work, the School o f Education, students to write letters to the
o r the Seidm an School to president o f the university to
show student concern.
downtown Grand Rapids.
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the business school would be his
first choice to move downtown.
He said that other schools,
namely education and social
work, were also in consideration
and could handle a downtown
move.
Niemeyer also told
Kasmauski that certain classes
, would be offered on both
campuses to help curtail the
transportation problems.
Many o f the students in
attendance said they chose Grand
Valley because o f the beautiful
campus and all it had to offer
both inside and outside of the
classroom. A move downtown,
many said, would be detrimental
to campus life as a whole.
When asked if this was just
the beginning, Niemeyer replied,
"As time goes on quite a number
o f programs will probably be
offered downtown."
Perhaps Niemeyer said it all
with this remark. "The issue is
no longer whether or not the
institution will make a split but
what kind o f split will the
institution make?" Only time
will tell.

The Lanthom is a student-run weekly publication. The majority o f its
revenues is raised through the sale o f advertising. The opinions expressed in
The Lanthorn do not necessarily reflect those of Grand Valley State University.
The Lanthorn's deadline for all ad material is 5p.m. THURSDAY.
The Lanthorn conducts business at the Kirkhof Center, Main Campus,
Allendale, Michigan 49401. Phone: (616) 895-3120 or (616) 895-3608.
Subscriptions to The Lanthorn a it available for $12 a school year. Make
all checks payable to "The Lanthom-GVSU."
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fro m P -1
followed.
No timetable was
mentioned at the meeting but the
proposed move o f at least one
school to the downtown campus
is set for the Fall of 1989.
Questions and comments were
taken after Niemeyer explained
how the recommendations of the
commission would be handled.
Eric Klein, a Student Senator,
said he personally thought the
move downtown was a big
mistake and that GVSU was not
using the main campus as well
as it could. Klein said at least
two professors told him they
would tender their resignations if
their department made the trek
downtown.
Michael Kasmauski, another
Student
Senator,
told
Niemeyer if the Seidman School
of Business moved downtown It
might minimize faculty and
administration shuffle but it
would cause "shuffle upon
shuffle" with the students,
especially those minoring in
business.
Niemeyer indicated earlier that
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.Can you
affordtogambfe
with the LSAT, GMAT,
GREprMCAT?
Probably not Stanley H
Kaplan has helped over 1 mil
lion students prepare for their
grad school exam s So if you
need a refresher class, or even if
you re fresh out of college,
call Why take a chance with
your career7

itKAPLAN
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DON'T COMPETE WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT—BE ONE

2627 East Beltine S.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49506
957-9701

A T T E N T I O N N U R S IN G S T U D E N T S - -

Want to earn extra money, enhance your skills, develop
expertise in the nursing process and refine your
understanding of physiology?
We will help you enhance your nursing career by being a
part of the Nurse Extern Program at Saint Mary's Health
Services. You will be able to gain experience by
working closely with our staff RNs to provide direct
patient care.
We offer many shift options to
accommodate your schedule including weekends,
holidays and breaks. The starting salary for the
se n io r ex tern is
extern is $6.47.

$ 6 .7 3 , and
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Nite Club Series presents
An Evening With:
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Thursday, November i0th
9pm
Crows Nest, Kirkhof Centerl
funded by Student Senate
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Rivals
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volatile noble.
Watching all these aristocratic
amorous activities are the servants:
Lucy (Tracy DeByle), Lydia’s
maidservant, a crafty young thing
who profits greatly; Fag (Mitchell
Masters), Jack’smanservant, who
gets a hearty laugh from all the
romantic goings-on; and David
(Eric Hund), Acres’ manservant,
seeking only to advise his master.
This is indeed a wonderful,
funny play whose production
shows true professionalism in
every aspect, from set direction to
acting to lighting to costumes.
I had a real feeling for these
characters and theircircumstances.
Watching Mrs. Malaprop in her
magnificently outlandish dress
mangle the English language was
a delight in itself. Jill Dole
Hamilton’s costumes created a
spectacle o f style and color, from
the aristocrats in their knickers
and wigs to the servants in their
less striking, muted outfits.
The humor in The Rivals is at
first subtle, then plainly evident as
the playgoer becomes absorbed
with the story. While it may seem
difficult to follow initially, the
comic action picks you up and
carries you along in a delightful
journey. This is, without a doubt, a
great play.
Note: In Friday’s performance,
the role of Lucius O’Trigger was
played by Brian Smith, standing in
for Dana Levine. Levine was
unable to perform due to illness.

By Kristoffer Gair
* *I * Pet Shop Boys Introspective
Nothing irritates me more than a
label that reads “50 minutes of
new music! Includes an extended
version of the hit single ... and a
new remix of ... plus four more
soon-to-be world smash hits."
Righto! As if all die swigs on the
tape will be world smash hits. If
anyone ever reaches that goal first,
countonitbeing Michael Jackson.
Nevertheless, Tntrospective is an
excellent album. Two tracks have

Club Series

►<
►<

This week Critical Focus, your
eye on the world of entertainment,
is going to review a play. For those
who think this means a trip down
to Allendale Elementary to watch
recess, a play is what actors did
before the invention of celluloid
and Sly Stallone.
Fortunately, the play is still the
thing, as evidenced by the GVSU
School o f C om m unications
presentation of The Rivals, written
by Richard Brinsley Sheridan.
The Rivals is high comedy,
penned in 1775. High comedy is
the style of such well-known
writers as George Bernard Shaw
and Oscar Wilde. The Rivals
centers around Lydia Languish
(Gina Gaskill) and her lover,
Captain Jack Absolute (Todd
Lewis), whom she knows as
“Ensign Beverly”.
Lvdia has fallen for the young
officer against the wishes of her
aunt,. Mrs. Malaprop (Karen
Davis). Aiding Lydia in this
delicate matter are her confidant
Julia (Laurel Harms) and Julia’s
fiance, Faulkland (Christopher
Dingman),arather“delicate”chap.
Captain Jack soon finds that tie
has dedicated rivals for Lydia’s
hand, chiefly Bob Acres (Matthew
Thrun), a foppish gentleman who
tells Jack about how exasperating
“Beverly” is, not realizing how
much amusement he is giving Jack.
Also seeking Lydia’s hand, but
unwittinly attracting the attention
of Mrs. Malaprop is Sir Lucius
O ’Trigger (Dana Levine), a

Top Comic

already hit the Top 40, Domino
Dancing and Always On My Mind,
and another looks promising. The
Boys use plenty of melodic
keyboard and vocal changes to
keep this new wave pop album
from getting monotonous. Next
time, though, I wish they would
get away from the packaging
labels. If you aren’t familiar with
the Pet Shop Boys by now then
why start with this album? Would
you start a book at the third chapter?
I think not.

By Karen Hooyenga
Features Writer
“He sure is a hot dad!” exclaimed
freshman Carin Klock after the
performance of last Thursday’s
Nite Club top-billed comedian
(and father of three sons), Alex
Cole. Playing to a huge crowd in
the Promenade Deck, Cole, winner
o f the NACA comedy award
(beating out even David Naster),
delighted all with his combination
of hilarious stand-up comedy and
unique facial expressions.
He started out with everyone’s
favorite topic these days—alcohol.
“So what’s this non-drinkin’
noise?” he asks. Does he observe
alcohol awareness? “I’m aware
of alcohol. <i. Sometimes I wear
alcohol.”
Topics like this warmed the
crowd for him as he stood on the
stage looking totally unlike a par
e n t- in jeans, jean jacket, and
untucked shirt But he was very
much the proud father as he talked
of how all three of his sons weighed
over ten pounds at birth.
Cole pointed out that while he
was excited about it, his wife cer
tainly wasn’t. Women, especially
mothers, have a different point of
view. Imagine ten pounds, he tells
the guys in the audience. Imagine
it and then “put a ten pound bag of
sugar in your pants and take it out
through your fly.”
Of course, being a dad, the subect of potty training came up.
“Girls are easier...they have gravityontheirside.” Andboys? “Boys
are like a wild fire hose!” Even
when they're grown men they miss,
observed Cole; “Ever wonder why
bachelor’s apartments smell all the
See BIG LAUGHS, pg. 6
* Guns N’ Roses - Appetite For
Destruction
Oh my, an album from another
group of excessive partying hard
rockers with a lead guitarist that
shakes from drinking Jack Daniels
like Joe Perry used to shake. No
sympathy to be found here. But
what makes Guns N’ Roses so
popular? Perhaps it’s because of
the two overplayed singles, Sweet
C htkH F Mine and Welcome Td
The Jungle, or maybe because they
opened up for Aerosmith during
their tour. Whatever the reason is,
1’m not sure. Perhaps if they clean
up their act, soberness may set in
and give them ideas for a better
sounding album and aclean image.
Until then ...
Tidbits : Hold everything!
Samantha Fox has a new album
being released! More T & A from
England.

George Bush.
Last week; as he rolled into
Grand Rapids for the closing days
of his nationwide concert tour, I
was waiting. As his motorcade
roaredpasttheplacel was standing,
tires squealed to a halt George
swung open the doors o f the car
and ran towards me at top speed
with his arms stretched outward.
“Glynn! Glynn!’’ (That’s my
name)
The man who would be President
then gave me a bear hug in full
view of thousands of people. I was
touched.
At least that’s what should have
happened.
In reality, the man who wants to
make this a “kinder and gentler”
nation, the man for whom I had
clubbed countless Dukakasites in
thenameofithemanwhomlrevere
as my supreme guru, would not
even give me the time o f day.
Not to say that I didn't try. I
attempted to brush past security
by demurely flashing my Lanthorn
press pass. Secret Service men
were on me so fast I didn’t have
time to yell “Don’t shoot!”

-----Recap: In 1976, a uniquely
seductive and erotic world of
vampires was unveiled in the now
classic
Interview
With
TheVampire. In 1985, the classic
continued with the life story of the
Vampire Lestat.
Now: Anne Rice continues her
extraordinary Vampire Chronicles
with Queen O f The Damned. The
story brings together the first two
books to create an even better third.
Three threads intertwine as the
story unravels:
L The rock star known as the
Vampire Lestat prepares for a
concert in San Francisco. Among
the mortal audience are vampires
who hate Lestat’s power and who
are determined to destroy him ...
2. The sleep of certain men and
women - vampires and mortals

“Where do you think you’re
going, son?” True, the words were
kinder and gentler, but their guns
were looking meaner and rougher
with every passing moment
“I’m thecaterer,” I said from the
barrel side of the weapons.
“Well, cater your buns out of
here.”
I couldn’t understand i t . . the
caterer dodge had always worked
at Neil Diamond concerts. I
watched helplessly as hoards of
second grade brats were allowed
preferential seating. Without a
doubt, the audiences for these
shows was getting younger. I
caught one kid loafing behind.
“Hey kid, I’ll give you a crisp
new dollar bill for your backstage
pass..
“Get lost” was the prompt reply.
Madly I dashed about to get a
glimpse of my leader.
“Get out of the tree, NOW!”
With a'voice that loud, I don’t
see how they can call themselves
the “Secret” Service. They can be
so hostile sometimes. I’ll b e t '
Dukakis wouldn’t treat me this
badly.

-sr affprprl around the world ■ is

haunted by a vivid, mysterious
dream of twins with fiery red hair
and piercing green eyes who suffer
unspeakable tragedy.
3. Akasha - Queen of the
Damned, mother of all vampires rises after a 6,000- year sleep and
puts into motion a twisted plan to
“save” mankind from itself by
elevating herself and her chosen
son/lover to the level of the gods.
These threads wind sinuously
through a vast tapestry of the
violent, sensual world of
vampirism. In this book, Anne Rice
transports us more deeply than ever
before into the complex, erotic,
electrifying world she has so
masterfully created. Jackie Collins
eat your heart out, literally!
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Russian Circle Offers Travelogue arid Circus Trip
By Barb Neumann
Features Writer
This month, The Russian Circle
is presenting a travelog andorganizing a trip to see The Moscow
State Circus. Impressions o f The
U.S.SJi. will be 7-9:30 p.m., Fri
day, November 11, Room 209, Au
Sable Hall. Russkij zakuski (appe
tizers) and Russkij style tea, with
raspberry preserves will be served.
Three GVSU students who have
recently been to the Soviet Union,
will show slides and compare
impressions.
Freshman Julie Johnston from
Utica, Michigan, went on an
American/Soviet Exchange in
1987. Her group of Macomb
County youths went to 7 different
Soviet Republics. They visited
the BalticRepublics(current“hot”
spots) and major cities in the
Russian Republic. They also went
to some of the southern and Cau
casian Republics; along the Rus
sian “Riviera” to the Black Sea
resort of Sochi; and Baku, capital
of Azerbaijan andoil capital of the
U.S.S.R.
According to Johnston, partici
pants in the exchange are selected
on the basis of leadership, scholar
ship and how well-informed they
are on world issues. In addition,
Johnston’s group underwent a 7
month orientation before going on
the tour.

Last April, an equivalent group
of Soviet youth toured the United
States; Johnston and her group
hosted them in Utica. “We took
them to malls, an automotive plant,
our high school and to a swim
ming party. We wanted to show
them how teenagers live and study
here.”
Senior Debbie Frontczak was a
member of the 1988 GVSU/
AkademiaEkonomicza Exchange.
(Story, November 2, The Lanthorn.) She obtained an addi
tional visa for the Soviet Union.
After her classes finished in Po
land, she joined agroup of people
from all .over America on an In
tourist guide. Her group went to
Moscow, Leningrad and Kiev.
While in Moscow , of course,
they went to Lenin’s tomb. Upon
exiting the building, someone
asked their Intourist guide how the
“GreatLenin” was preserved. The
guide answered.that he had been
embalmed. Frontczak, whocomes
from a family of Detroit morti
cians, said that couldn’t be so,
“because embalming the insides
doesn’tpreserve the skin. So how
was his skin preserved?”
Having noted how cool it had
been in the mausoleum and that
Lenin was kept under glass,
Frontczak asked, “Is he frozen, or
vacuum packed?”
Incensed, the Intourist guide
refused to answer and walked

away.
/
"Mystery guest student" wentto
the Soviet Union in 1986. Thu
student took an overnight train,
The Tolstoj Express ftomHelsinki
to Moscow. This student com
mented, “Helsinki is only 5 hours
away from Leningrad, so a lot of
Finns and Scandinavians take this
train to Leningrad for the week
end. Our conductors weren’t too
friendly at first, wouldn’t let us
take their pictures. But soon we
were trading cigarettes and jokes.
They showed me a clandestine
copy of Time magazine. Pointing
to a picture of Elizabeth Taylor,
they asked how old she was. I
s a i i ‘Fifty-four. Why, all Ameri
can women are like that—beauti
ful, sexy and young-looking.’
“They taught me how to drink
like a Russian —with a bit of bread
and sausage." This student also
had a few cloak-and -dagger sto
ries to tell.
Also this month, The Russian
Circle is organizing a trip to see
The Moscow State Circus. The
circus will be playing at The Pal
ace in Auburn Hills from Tuesday
through Sunday, November 15 20. Showtimes: 7:30 p.m. T. Sat., matinees Saturday at 11and 3
and Sunday at 1. Tickets: $7.50,
$10, $12.50 and $15;. group rates
available for 25 or more in group.
Most Americans who have seen
any Russian circus perform report

that they are very impressed. “Yes,
it is different than the circus here,”
states Johnston. ' i t is a highly
respected profession, a major form
of entertainment for all classes.
They are really serious; every
thing is done perfectly.”
Frontczak added, “It was fan
tastic! They played all the old.folk
songs we learned in our Russian
choir last year."
There are special circus schools
in the Soviet Union where per
formers are trained from child
hood. The mystery student said,
“They’re treated just like their
Olympic athletes, or ballet danc
ers, or mathematicians. Anyone
that has the potential to bring glory
to the U.S.S.R. is educated, trained,
pampered—total overkill!”
If you are interested in going to
The Moscow State Circus with
The Russian Circle, contact club
officers, Barb Neumann, 895-5413
or Dorianna Gould, Foreign Lan
guage Lounge, e x t 3203. Or, go
yourself. The Palace is 30 miles
N.ofDetroit. Take 1-75 toN .E.of
Pontiac. Take Exit 81, which is
LaPeer Road (also State Rte. 24).
Exit towards Lake Orion. Go
approximately 1/2 mile to The
Palace, 3777 LaPeer, Auburn Hills,
49807. The Palace B.O.: 1 (313)
377-8600. You can charge tickets
to your phone # or mail checks
(include $2 handling charge).

Choral Groups Leave on State Tour
By Stu MacKenzie
Features Editor

Fifty musicians representing
three choral ensembles fro m Grand
Valley State University, will go
on a three-day tour of northwest
ern Michigan Nov. 9, 10, and 11.
The tour will take them to Petoskey, Harbor Springs, Traverse
City, Ludington, and Benzie
County.
The ensembles include the
Grand Valley State University
Singers, 42 select voices singing
music ranging from the Rennaissance to George Gershwin.
The Music in Motion group
includes 12 members who sing
vocal jazz and show tunes includ
ing “Puttin’ on the Ritz” and “Too
Dam Hot” from Kiss Me Kate by
Cole Porter. As the name implies,
performances by Music in Motion
also include choreography, cre
ated by the students.
The Grand Vally Madrigal
Ensemble is 8 select voices sing
ing music from early periods in
cluding the Elizabethan age. The a
capella style of their material
demands that these 8 singers be
independent musicians and very
strong readers.
The ensembles are directed by
Professor Ellen Pool, now in her
6th year as a full-time faculty
member at Grand Valley.
Professor Pool also announces
that openings are available in vocal

from pg .5
time?”
Some other highlights:
Those things in your eyes when
you wake up: “cornflakes in your
eyes”; “eye boogers”; “optic snot”.
Something to make you shiver:
“Think about paper cuts on your
tongue” (esp ecially from
envelopes!).
What happens when you put
something cold in your mouth?
“Brain freeze”!
What’s somthing hot that kills
your tongue? Chicken pot pie.
Will he give up smoking? “I
know I should give them up but
I’m not a quitter.”
After that was said, he stuck a
cigarette in his nose and said, “This
is the second most disgusting thing
in the world.” Driven by curiousity, this reporter spoke up and
asked, “What’s the first?”
Cole replied by putting the
cigarette in his mouth and then
putting it back in the pack. He told
us that people bumming a smoke
off him would never know the
difference. “Life’s a gamble,” he
says.
Another favorite part dealt with
being the eldestchild and having a
little brother. The eldest child,
says Cole, is god untill the brother
comes along. So, to be fair, Cole
decided to make the kid’s life
miserable: “You aren’t my real
brother. Me and dad made you in
the garage.”
Altogether, Alex Cole made
everyone at our table laugh until
tears came out of our eyes....as if
we didn’t already have enough
water on campus to laugh through
a thousand performances!

ensembles for the Winter ’89 term.
Music in Motion, featuring jazz
and show tunes as well as move
ment, has an opening for one bari
tone/tenor. An audition is requ ired,
and previous show choir experi
ence is helpful. Rehearsals are 12
p.m. to 12:50p.m. Monday through
Thursday.
The GVSU Singers are seeking
one baritone and two sopranos.
Auditions are required for those
wishing to join the 45-voice select
ensemble. Rehearsals are held
Monday through Thursday from 1
p.m. to 1:50 p.m.
The GVSU Madrigal Ensemble
has openings for one baritone/tenor
and one soprano. Auditions for the
10-voice select group emphasize
skills in reading and musical inde
pendence. Previous experience in
madrigal ensemble work is rec
ommended.
The Festival Chorale is a nonselect ensemble rehearsing Tues
day evenings from 7 p.m. to 9
Music in Motion members caught in mid-movement.
Photo by Julie Edinger
p.m.. Openings exist in all sec
tions. Auditions are not required.
Anyone with experience in high
school or church choirs wishing to
pursue group singing is invited to
attend. Under the title Music 109, = November is Human Sexuality Month. The*
Festival Chorale also offers one ■Counseling Center invites you to contribute a 5001
credit to participants.
■word or less original essay on any aspect of HUMAN I
Audition and information re■
quests can be directed to Professor ■ s e x u a l it y .
Ellen Pool, Director, 157 Calder 5 Prizes will be awarded for the best judged essays. I
Fine Arts Center, or by phoning
SEssay s will be featured in the Lanthorn with author's I
extension 3612.

The Solution

perm ission.
I
| Essays should be sent to the Counseling Center to®
■the attention of Amy Bade by November 14, 1988.®
Q uestions? Call Amy Bade at 895-3266.
®
i

BIG LAUGHS
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English Photo o f
Faculty the Week
Photo by
Readings - Michael Bryers
By Stu MacKenzie
Features Editor
Three English faculty members
who teach creative writing will read
selections from their poetry and
fiction on Thursday, November 17,
beginning at 4 p.tn. The readings
will take place in the main gallery
of the Calder Fine Arts Center.
Refreshments will be served.
Everyone is welcome.
The three featured faculty
members are Patty Bridges, Louise
Peacock, and William Osborm.
Patty Bridges graduated from
W illiam Jam es College and
received her MFA from the
University of Oregon. In 1984 she
published a collection of poetry,
Where Is (he Wilderness? She will
be reading from her second
collection, A Facefor theInvisible,.
w hichshe is readying for
publication.
Bill Osborn received his MFA
from B ow ling G reen S tate
University o f Ohio and his Ph.D.
from the State University of New
York at Birmingham. He has
published fiction in a number of
p erio d icals, including The
M ississippi Review and the
CarQliniL.Quarterly- He will be
reading one of his short stories.
Louise Peacock, who has
received her academic degrees from
University o f Michigan and
Michigan Sate University, will be
Teading from her recent poetry and
fiction. She has published in a
number of periodicals, including
The Red Cedar Review and The

4X 5
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■Photo o f the Week wants to use
yourphotographs. Youdonothave
to be enrolled in a photography
classs to submit work.
If you have ah 8 X 10 or 5 X 7
black-and-white photo that you
find particularly fine, send it to the
Lanthom office, or leave it in the
envelope on Bob Bums' door, 218
LSH. Include your name and ad
dress on a separate piece o f paper.

When you party
remember to...

Don't get wrecked. If you're not
sober- o r you're not sure let someone else do the driv ing
Arm'ssai,t' provided b\ this newspaper
and lleer Drinkers t ifAmerica

1 0pen ing
4 Slum ber
fl 8olem n promise

12 Ventilate
13 Kind o f beer
14 Retirem ent-plan
Inlta.
16 M a y i n g
17 Spanish pots
IB Doom
20 Bad
21 Tw irl
23 Russian tea
urns
27 Liquid measure
28 Sam e as
30 Italy: abbr.
31 Abstract being
32 Choice part
34 Resort

1
12

.Blug Heron ReviewThis is the first in a series of
presentations by Grand Valley
faculty and students. The next
program is December 1, at 2:45
p.m. where Grand Valley writing
students past and present will read
poetry and fiction in the Mainsail
Louge, Kirkof Center.
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BEER DRINKERS
OF AMERICA
I’A R T V * S M A R T
National H eadquarters
2 9 0 0 -D Bristol St., Suite 201
Costa Mesa. CA 92626
"1 4 -S S 7 -2 3 3 7
1 -800-441-2337

Second Impressions of GVSU
by Karen Hooyenga
************************
This place is a child’s wonder
land
Of puddles
and dirt
and rain
/ But I didn’t come here to make
mud pies.
Did they Superglue clouds to
the sky?
Or do they do a rain dance every
day,
To keep the com stalks grow
ing?
I think it’s just the clouds
Having a big party
(Since we’re not allowed to)
Watching us drudge through the
sludge
Laughing till they cry.

fleer D rinkers o f Am erica supports National
Collegiate Alcohol .Awareness V ie t
Beer Drinkers of America is a nun-pruhl consumer membership
orgamattoti open onh lo persons owr the age of 21

CO LLEG E PRESS SERVICE

The
Weekly
Crossword
Puzzle

35 Latin
con (unction
30 Danish m easure
37 Guide
39 Channels
42 Organs of
hearing
43 Rlvsr Islands
44 Fruit
46 M iddle East
peninsula
48 Flying Insect
51 Sum up
52 Sm all bottles
54 Bom
55 Dance step
56 Roman official
57 Female: colloq.
DOWN
1 Aeriform fluid
2 Be III
3 Gains

4
5
6
7

Narrow opening
Paths
Urge on
College degree:
abbr.

8 Incites to anger
B Pretentious
rural residence
10 Anglo-Saxon
money
11 Existed
16 Diminish
18 Animated
20 Send forth
21 Slumber
22 One of
Columbus’s
ships
24 Place In line
25 More mature
26 Asterisks
28 Pertinent
33 Limbs
34 Scorching
36 A continent
38 Athletic group
40 Smoothes
4,1 Short period
5 Gaelic
46 Weaken
47 Mountain on
Crete
48 Siamese native
49 Beverage
50 Lamprey
53 Cyprlnold fish

GRAND VALLEY

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12th 9:00 pm
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY
FIELD HOUSE ARENA
Tickets - $2 at the door

$1000 PRIZE MONEY
$500 FIRST PRIZE
Sponsored by GVSU Program Board
Funded by Student Senate
Call (616) 895-3295 for more information

>

Inaugural Relays
Dominated by
VarsitySwimme
ALLENDALE-A near capacity
crowd cheered the GVSU Varsity
Swimmers to win Saturday night
at the inaugural GVSU Relays.
Grand Valley easily won the
women’s competition by 48 points
over second place Ferris State. The
men’s team had to tie Ferris State
for the championship.
“We felt that we could win both
meets, but a couple of below par
performances left us short in the
m en’s m eet,” said Coach
Newsome. “We also had some
outstanding swims for our first
meet. Overall, I’m pleased with
the way we performed.”
Senior Dave Scholz had a super
meet leading off the progressive
relay with a team record time of
:22.94 seconds in the 50 yard
freestyle. Last season Dave
finished 11th in the GLIAC
Championships with a time of
:22.72 and had predicted that he
would break the 22 second barrier
this season. “Last season the
NCAA qualifying standard for the
50 yard freestyle was :21.26, so
we still have a ways to go, but we
are definitely closer!” said
Newsome.
“Several other men had good
performances also for as tired as
we are right now. We have been
going hard in practice and won’t

let up for a while yet so they need
to get used to competing tired,”
saidNewsome. Sophomores Todd
Nellis swam his bestbutterfly race
ever with a time of :58.82 seconds
and Dave Martini dropped two
seconds off his best 200 yard
freestyle time, going the distance
1:56.62. For the men, the freestyle
events were their strength as they
took both first and second places
in both the 800 and the 1500 yard
relays.
GVSU women won nine out
twelve events on their way to the
championship. Laker depth really
made the difference in the butterfly
team of Kris Schottey, Amy Haan,
and Laura Briggs blew the
competition out of the water by
over 15 seconds.Karla Block
overcame a 31 second deficit on
the anchor leg of the. 1500 yard
freestyle relay to help win the
Lynne Dykema in the breaststroke,
and freshman Andrea Jarmosco in
the 100 yard freestyle. “Overall,
we did well but still have a ways to
go in some events,” said Newsome.
Both the men and women travel
to Oakland University on Friday
for their toughest meet of the year.
Oakland men’s team finished
second at the NCAA Nationals
last year, and their women finished
sixth.

Lady Hoopsters
Hope to Ride
Winning Wave
t '

By Sarah Stinson
Sports Writer

The Grand Valley Women’s Basketball Team rode a
12 game winning streak into first place in the GLIAC last
season, gained their first NCAA post season bid, and are
hoping to keep their strong tradition going this year.
. Coach Pat S. Baker Grzyb, a three sport player and 11
letter winner during her years as a student at Grand
Valley, leads the Lakers in her eleventh year as head
basketball coach. She was the Great Lakes Conference
Coach of the Year in 87-88 and was one of 20 nationally
honored by the American Women’s Sports Foundation.
She presently holds as 158-114 overall record. With the
strong returning players and impressive newcomers, this
could be Baker Grzyb’s most successful season y et
Toni Phelps, a 5 ’7" senior, and Karrie Williams, a
5’11" junior are the returning starters for the Lady
Lakers. Phelps averaged 8.9 points and 4.6 assists per
game last year and “will provide leadership and direct
our offense once again,” said Baker Grzyb. Williams
go to work on the inside, as she averaged eight
rebounds and ten points a game last season. “I expect
Karrie to dominate inside this year,” Baker Grzyb added. ‘
Four other letter winners also return to the Laker lineup.
The Lady Laker women's basketball team will
The freshman recruits will play an important part in the
have to defend the GLIAC Championship this
lookoftbeLady Lakers this year. HelleMathiesen, from
year without the help o f last year's team leading
Copenhagen, Denmark will play beyond her freshman
scorer, Rose Antrim (above, holding trophy.)
status, as she gained much experience playing on the
But, with their strong returning fettermen and
Danish National Team. Six-footer All Fedio, another
tough recruits, they are prepared to make their
inside player, is “a powerful post-up player,” Baker
mark in the conference this year.
Grzyb says. All-state player Angela Frick wil also have
Lanthorn File Photo
an impact her first year, as she led Walkerville to the
Class D title last season. Threeother freshmen will round
the Laker bench.
Triathalon Time Change outThe
Lady Lakers begin their season November 19-20
with
the
Laker Tip-Off Tournament The conference
The time of the Indoor Tritbalon has been
channged to 7:00 pm from <5:00 pm on the I<5tb of season begins December 19 againstLakeSuperior State.
Baker Grzyb predicts that perennial powers Oakland,
November. Preregistration and late entries will
still begin at 4:30 in the Fieldhouse. Hope to see Saginaw Valley, and Lake Superior will be the teams to
beat in the conference. However, with the Lakers
spectators as well as participants there.
impressive lettermen and talented freshmen, they will be
in a good position to dominate in 1988-89.

GVSU Celebrates 100th Win

Gridders Overpower North wood; 34-2
By M ark Halstead
Sports Writer

The Grand Valley State football
team insured themselves of a
winning season by defeating
Northwood Institute, 34-2, in less
then adverse conditions in Midland
this past Saturday.
Playing in a steady rainfalT all
afternoon the Lakers overcame a
slow start to push their record to 64 on the year while wrapping up
theiTfourth consecutive winning
season under head coach Tom
Beck.
GVSU overcame a slow start
that did not see them scoring their
first points until there was 31
seconds left in the first half.
Trailing 2-0 at that point,
quarterback Jack Hull hit tight end
Bob Mitchell from ten yards out,
after Phil Neuman added the extra
point the Lakers took a lead that
they would never relinquish.
Northwood scored their only
points when defensive end Brent
Domine tackled Laker tailback

Isaiah Lipsey in the end zone for a
safety at the 7:04 mark of the
second quarter.
With the momentum on their
side GVSU took the opening
second half kickoff and quickly
marched do wn the field and scored
when fullback Robert Bell plowed
in from six yards out. It was the
first of three touchdowns on the
day for the sophomore who lateF
added two more scores from oneyard out.
Backup* quarterback Shamus
O’Keefe added a late score on a 16
y ardgallop to complete the scoring
for the Lakers.
The Lakers showed their
dominance in the second half
compiling 172 rushing yards and
93 passing, while holding the
Northmen to a single yard.
Northwood quarterback Joe
Malatinsky was sacked five times
and completed only three of 19
passes for 23 yards. Laker
defensive end Scott Taylor
registered three of those sacks,
giving him 25 for his career and

tying Bruce Hendricks’ career
mark set from 1976-79.
Beck was more than pleased with
the win which was also GVSU’s
100th football victory s ince starting
the program in 1971. “As a team
we started very slow, but I was
pleased with the performance of
our players, I thought that our
offensive and defensive lines
played very strong while
dominating the lineofscrimmage.”
Offensively the Lakers once
again compiled 400 yards m
offense led by Lipsey who ran 20
times for 89 yards. Eric Lynch
added 68 yards on seven carries,
while Bell ran for 35 additional
yards in 11 attempts. Hull was
spectacular in the sloppy
conditions as he completed ten of
17 passes for 142 yards. Mitchell
was the Laker’s leading receiver
with four catches for 58 yards.
GVSU will complete their
season when they host Saginaw
Valley State this Saturday at 1:30
p.m. at Arend D. Lubbers Stadium.

Lady Harriers Take Eighth A
Place at Division II Regionals
By Jason Anglin
Sports Writer

On Saturday, November 5, the
Grand Valley Women’s Cross
Country Team scored 189 points
to place eighth in a fieldof fourteen
teams and one-hundred runners at
the NCAA Division II Great Lakes
Regionals.
Southeast M issouri State
University won the regionals with
an outstanding score of 36 points.

University with 108 points.
Rounding off the last of the top
five teams was NorthemMichigan
University with 142 points.
Taking first place for the Lady
Lakers was junior runner Laura
Moore with a time of 19:14, to
place 11th overall. Taking second
place honors for the Grand Valley
team was sophomore runner
Sandra Terrel who placed 13th
overall with a time of 19:26. In
third place for the Lakers and 41st
overall was—freshman- N iekt
Vanderberg with a time of 20:10.
Placing 58th overall was senior
Gail Hoffman in a time of 20:35.
Running a time of 21:15 to place
72nd overall was sophmore Kim
Korienek. Finishing for the Lakers
was Bobbi Bailey in a time of
21:46 to place 85th overall.
Commenting on the race, Coach
Gary Martin said, “It was a good
race, especially for our first two
runners.”
Coach Martin also said that.

the individual placings with first
place runner, senior, Laura Byrne
with a time of 17:27 for the five
kilometer (3.1 miles) course.
Placing second overall in die
individual com petition was
Southeast M issouri State
University senior, Jane Gautier
with a time of 18:15.
Ferris State University placed
second in team standings with a
score of 104 points. Placing third
was Ashland College with 106
points. In fourth place was
See REGIONALS, p. 10 .
N ortheast M issouri State
i f ,w v iv « a . h » r ^ t t i t f w m v ( ' f W . i A u t ' f f r u u \ w r w J . u
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Cagers to Start Season With Blend of Experience and Youth
Loss o f Mike Davis Leaves Big Hole
By Joe Lowden
Sports Writer

Grand Valley Men’s basketball
finished in fourth place with a 1810 record, and 8-8 in the
conference. However that was last
year. This year the Grand Valley
Men’s basketball team will feature
a blend of youth and experience.
Coach Tom Villemure’s club
consists o f three senior starters
along with 11 freshman and
sophomores. His 1988 Lakers
appear young on paper but
ViUemure disagrees. “We have a
solid nucleus returning that has a
great deal o f experience and the
opportunity for a strong team is
there.”
One problem for the team is the
injury to Steve Van Oss. Van Oss,
the 6-6 forward, had knee surgery
and will be out for die season. “I
think he was a key player for us,
but we have some experience in
o u r starting line up.” said
Villemure.
This starting lineup will be senior
trio o f Ed Finch, Terry Smith, and
Kent Wiersma. This trio started 82
games between them last season

and each player was named to the
All-Great Lakes Conference team
as honorable mention.
Finch was the Lakers leading
scorer in 1987-88 at 18.7. He will
hold down the small forward spot
once again. The 6-5 outside shooter
was a pleasant suiprise for the
Lakers. “Ed is coining off an
excellent season and is a very
strong scorer,” adds Villemure.
Smith is also coming off his best
season as a Laker contributing 11
points and leading the Lakers in
rebounding with nearly seven per
game. Villemure lodes for bigger
and better things from the 6-8
center this season. “Terry is very
steady and has gotten better every
year,” commented Villemure.
Regarded as one of the best
shooters in the GLIAC, Wiersma,
has hit on 47 per cent of his threepoint field goal attempts the past
two seasons. The 6-2 off-guard
averaged 13.6points while starting every game. “Kentis a pure shooter
w ith great range,” claim s
Villemure.
The incumbent starter at power
forward will be sophomore Shawn
O ’Mara. The 6-6 O ’Mara had a

productive freshm an year
aveeraging 7.2 points and 4.8
rebounds per game.
The loss of two-time All-GLIAC
perform er M ike D avis to
graduation leaves a spot at point
guard. “Mike’s leadership will be
missed greatly and someone is
going to have to step up and take
his place.”
Battling for the spot will be
juniorRob Gurney and sophomore
Todd Jenks. Gurney is a solid allaround player while Jenks is a
scorer who as a high school senior
was third in the State o f Michigan
for voting for Mr. Basketball. Also
helping out in the front court will
be Steve Harvey.
For the second year in a row,
ViUemure, has signed five new
recruits. Joining the Lakers wiU be
Jason Devine, Doug Haverdink,
CharlieMandt, Joe Schui tenia, and
Brent Wichlacz. “Mandt could
workrightiniotheplayingrotation
upfront and Devine mA Schuitema
in the backcourt,” ViUemure said.
The Lakers have bolstered their
schedule by adding a home-home
series with Kentucky State and
See CAGERS, p. 12

The Laker Basketball team practices hard to get ready fo r the new
season.
,
Photo!Julie Edinger
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HAVE YOU EVER
CONSIDERED
DONATING PLASMA?
B u t . . . You aren't sure what plasma is used
for or why we pay for your plasma donation.
♦PLASMA donors provide Source PLASMA, the fluid portion
of blood, for the preparation of plasma products for the diagnosis
and treatment of rabies, hepatitis B, hemophilia, bum and shock
victims, heart surgery and products to blood type donors and
patients.
♦All PLASMA donors must pass a physician-administered
physical exam before donating, as well as pass other specific
medical criteria required at each donation.
Plasma donations require 1 <47/2 hours o f your time.

YOU CAN
BE THE
★ STAR ★

C O R R EC T IO N

In a real recording
studio. Be the lead
singer o f your favorite

FOR

song fo r only

1

*9.”
New releases
every month.

'Breton Village Mall
956-7787

with this Ad

WE HAVE MOVED
TO "THE LIGHTHOUSE"
12015 LINDEN
2 miles north of
Lk. Michigan Dr.

Join u s Sun days
10:15 am Bible Studies
11:15 am Family Bible Hour

C all or stop in a t our B urton H eights location.
CHERRY STREET PLASMA CENTER
1973 S. DIVISION AVENUE
GRAND RAPIDS
241-6335

fe&. like you wve

Info C&ll - 895-5115

Fellowship
Bible Chapel

The
L a n th o r n wishes to
apologize to Marilyn Cline, Joan
Boand, Dan Karpanty, Mike
Stodola, Leroy Hackley, Pat
Battistini, and George MacDonald
whose names were misspelled in
C oaches C orner last week.
Special apologies go to Coach
Sutherland, who wrote the
column and was not responsible
for the errors.

REGIONALS
From p. 9
“Despite hills and rain it was a
nice race to end the season with.”
Grand Valley ’s propects for next
yearare bright. The team will only
be losing one runner from their top
seven , senior runner Gail
Hoffman, as compared to Ferris
State University, which will be
losing, three of their top seven
runners.

wheels imsteao of l e s s ?
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La fit .horn
Spurts

C h a lle n g e
Kelly "Tripuk" is doin' it to 'em folks. With four more weeks to go, the big man
holds a six game edge over his nearest competitor, Tony "Bake", and a nine game
edge over E.C. Stan "The Mad Man" is catching on and is improving on his
"Inherited" record. Tripuk is putting his money on the Broncos and Seahawks
this week, and everyone else is starting to go for broke by picking many upsets.
We're com ing down the stretch.. .
Kelly Israels

■j, «<c

' m -im am

Tony Baker

Stan Quirin

120-194 (62%) m-dsmm.

Professional

Chicago at Washington
Cincinnati at Kansas City
Cleveland at Denver
Houston at Seattle
Indianapolis at Green Bay
L.A. Raiders at San Francisco
New England at N.Y. Jets
New Orleans at L.A. Rams
N.Y. Giants at Phoenix
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh
San Diego at Atlanta
Tampa Bay at Detroit
Minnesota at Dallas
College
USC at Arizona State
Texas A&M at Arkansas
Georgia at Auburn
MSU at Indiana
Iowa at Ohio State
Pittsburgh at Penn State
Purdue at Northwestern

Redskins
Bengals
Browns
Oilers
Colts
49ers
Patriots
Rams
Giants
Eagles
Falcons
Lions
Vikings

Redskins
Bengals
Broncos
Seahawks
Colts
49ers
Patriots
Rams
Giants
Eagles
Falcons
Lions
Vikings

USC
A&M
Auburn
Indiana
Iowa
Pehn State
Northwestern

USC
A&M
Auburn
MSU
Ohio State
Penn State
Northwestern

1
1
I”
1
1
1
11

‘ * '
V w K " ’-'V '

Redskins
Bengals
Browns
Oilers
Packers
Raiders
Patriots
Rams
Giants
Eagles
Falcons
Buccaneers
Vikings

ASU
A&M
Georgia
Indiana
Iowa
Penn State
Purdue

Eric C. Nietling
117-194

•

*■
'

(60%)

Bears
Bengals
Browns
Oilers
Colts
49ers
Patriots
Saints
Giants
Steelers
C hargers
Lions
Vikings

USC
A rkansas
A uburn
MSU
Iowa
-------Penn State
Northwestern

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Check one box only per match-up.
No more than one entry per person will

be admitted per week.

Chicago a t Washington

□

Cincinnati a t Kansas City

a

Cleveland a t Denver

□

Houston a t Seattle

□

Indianapolis at Green Bay

□

L.A. Raiders at San Francisco

□

New England at N.Y. Jets

□

n

Q
°

G
aJ
°

a
New Orleans at1L.A. Rams

□

N.Y. Giants a t Phoenix

□

Philadelphia a t Pittsburgh

□

San Diego a t Atlanta

□

Tam pa Bay a t Detroit

□

Minnesota at Dallas

□

USC at Arizona State

□

Texas A&M a t Arkansas

□

Georgia at A uburn

□

MSU at Indiana

□

Iowa a t Ohio State

□

n

Pittshurah at Ppnn State

□

□

P urdue a t Northwestern
(tiebreaker)
Saginaw Vail ty a t G rand Valley

□

D
D
°

D
□
D

D
D

D
D
D
0

|

TOTAL POINTS

1

NAME

I

A D D R E SS

1

PH O N E

I

BEST TIME TO CALL
ON MONDAY

n

Instruction
PRIVATE
MATH
T U T O R I N G - b y certified
te a c h e r
w ith
re fe re n c e s.
Residence in EGR. 949-0476
1 1 - 2 tp

CAM PUS R E PS N EED ED .
Earn big commissions and free
trips by selling Nassau/Paradise
Island, Cancun, Mexico and ski
trips to Vermpnt & Colorado.
For more information call toll
free 1-800-231-0113 or in CT
203-967-3330.
9-4tp

Lost
R ead in g glasses with wire
frames and black case. Wayne
Kinzie, Counseling Center.
1 1-lnc

ALASKA
now hiring.
Logging, construction, fishing,
nurses, teachers, etc. Excellent
pay.
For more info call
206-748-7544 ext. A-362
10-3 tp

Personals
SCARLET, pink leotards are
amazing, I’m in awe! But the
blue eyes are what I can’t get out
o f my mind! Mr, Un-Intense?
11-ltp

Wanted
WRITER SToFTAe Lanthom .
[ust be energetic, and able to
eet deadlines. Prior experience
eferred, but not necessary. For
ore info or to apply, stop into
he Lanthorn office, lower level
irkhof Center, 895-3120 o r
>5-3608.
t fnc
KI
ALL
W IN T E R !
rystal Mtn. is hiring children's
i instructors for the winter
ason. Salary plus room &
iard. Contact Marty at (616)
8-2911.
. T
6‘5tP

TRAVEL
FIELD
OPPORTUNITY - Ga i n
valuable marketing experience
while earning money and free
trips. —Cam pus representative
needed immediately for spring
■break trips to Florida and South
Padre Island. Call Echo Tours at
1-800-999-4300.
10-5tp

A T T E N T I O N part-tim e
s t u d e n t s - We have several
full-time (40 hours per week)
tem porary
employm ent
opportunities (1st, 2nd, and 3rd
shift) paying $5-6 per hour for
general labor and experienced
high low driver in the Holland Zeeland area.
Call Action
Temporary Service 241-6681.
ll-2tp
RETAIL

SA LES

Q uality

merchandise Nov. 21 - Dec. 31,
Eastbrook Mall. Cash register
and prior experience required.
$4.25/hour.
C all
(517)647-2535,
leave
message.
ll-2tp
Need school p a p e rs typed?
Will type your papers for
$1.50/pg. with grammar/spelling
correction available. Call Word
Processing Services of Jenison at
457-1903 today!
9-4tp

WANTED:
Fem ale
room m ate.
N on-sm oker
preferred. M ust be dependable.
Own bedroom. $125 a month
plus u tilitie s ^
Located in
Grandville ^ 1 0 min. from
campus).
Call 534-1479.
t fnc
HOUSING -

If you know of
like to
live on campus this winter please
contact Amy at 895-4799 or
784-2435.
t f nc
C L A S SIFIE D S w a n ted for
The Lanthorn. $3.00 for first 15
words. 150 for each additional
word. $1.00 for border. All ads
must be prepaid. The Lanthorn
office is in the lower level of
Kirkhof Center. Send ads to The
Lanthorn, Grand Valley State
University, A llendale, MI
49401. Deadline is six days prior
to publication (Thursday at 5pm).

■

_______________ _

□
J

Challenge
Rules
1. Fill out the entry blank by picking your choice for the winner of
each game. (Check only one box per game.)------------2. Pick the winner of the tie-breaking game and the total points in
that game.
3. Be sure that you print your name, address and phone number so
that when you win we can contact you.
4. Any entrant who outpicks any of the "Fearsome Foursome" will
ttomaticaily gpf his nr her name put in the paper for that particular
week.
5. The top person who outpicks the "Fearsome Foursome" will get
his or her picture and a write-up in the paper that week.
6. All winners will go into a hat, and at the end of the semester four
random drawings will be held for four pairs of tickets to the winners'
favorite professional sports team.
7. The drawing will be held on January 11, 1989. All winners will
be notified and given one week to claim their prize or it will be
forfeited
8. Contest is open to all GVSU students, faculty, and staff,
excluding those who work for The Lanthorn.
9. DEADLINE IS FRIDAY AT 5 PM.
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this season, may play a key role
in the Lakers success due to the
Van Oss injury.

Crew Hosts Novice Regatta

F ootball E nds T his W eek

will begin his third straight
season at the shooting guard
spot, while the 6-8 Smith will
anchor things down at the center
position.
Sophomores Todd Jenks and
Shawn OM ara will complete the
starting five. Jenks will fill the
point guard position vacated by
tw o -tim e
A ll-C o n fe re n c e
performer Mike Davis, and the
powerful 0*Mara will start at
power forward.
The Laker program was dealt a
devastating blow when they lost
front court player Steve Van Oss
to a season ending knee injury
two weeks ago. So freshman
Charlie Mandt will step forward
to become a key reserve for
Villemure.
Junior Rob Gurney, along with
freshmen Jason Devine and Joe
Schuitema will be reserve players
in th e b ack co u rt, w hile
sophomore Steve Harvey and
freshman Brent Wichlacz will
back up in the front court.
Freshman Doug Haverdink, who
was scheduled to be red-shirted

C agers R eady To Begin
As the leaves have fallen and
the snow is beginning to drop,
college basketball is just around
the comer. As quickly as the
football team ends their season
this Saturday the Laker Hoop
Team will begin their season the
following night
U nder head coach Tom
Villemure GVSU will host the
University o f W indsor in an
exhibition game at the Field
House with tip-off time slated for
7:45 p.m. But this Saturday
people can get an early glimpse
of the team when they hold an
intrasquad scrimmage also in the
Field House at 11:30 a.m.
Villemure holds an impressive
306-177 record in 17 seasons as
the GVSU head coach, while
compiling a 415-208 career mark.
Leading the way for the Lakers
in 88-89 will be the senior trio of
Ed Finch, Terry Smith, and Kent
Wiersma. Finch is a 6-5 small
forward who led the squad on
scoring last season. Wiersma

The Laker football team will
com plete the 1988 season at
home when they host conference
rivals Saginaw Valley State this
Saturday.
. __
Both teams are coming off
impressive victories as SVSU
shut out Ferris State 12-0, and
th e L ak ers ro m p ed p ast
North wood 34-2. The contest
should be a good ending to a
good season for GVSU.
Saginaw possesses two fine
running backs in Kevin Mitchell
and Robb Cook and will attempt
to run the option attack against a
s tin g y
L aker
d efen se.
Offensively GVSU will attempt
to so the same thing with tail
back Isaiah Lipsy and fullbacks
Robert Bell and Eric Lynch.
I do not see the Cardinals
scoring many points, and the way
the Laker offense has been
performing I do not see them
stopping SVSU. Look for a
good football game but in the end
the Laker offensive front five of
M ark Prins, David Beebe, Tom
Mitchell, Winfred Caddell, and
Andy Goeddeke will be too much
for Saginaw.
GRAND VALLEY
35
SAGINAW VALLEY 22

Another First
in Challenge

By K risti M attson
Guest Sports Writer

Grand Valley Crew's Novice
Team hosted U niversity o f
Michigan, Michigan State and
Notre Dame Saturday for a regatta
in Grand Rapids. U o f M sent
about 100 rowers, Notre Dame
and MSU each sent about 90.
Grand Valley's brave team o f
about 20 each rowed at least two
races to offer nine shells for
competition. The other teams
also raced eight or nine shells.
The eightman shells were quite
successful for Grand Valley. The
men's eights placed third and
seventh in a field of fourteen. U
o f M provided the stiffest
competition while most of Notre
Dame's shells, some of U of M's
and all o f MSU's shells placed
behind the Lakers. The women's
eight also found U o f M tough
competition but out rowed one U
of M and all MSU and Notre
Dame boats to place fourth.
Michigan State was the only
team to face Grand Valley in the
fourman races. The women placed
second and third in the four boat
race. The Lakers rowed three
fours and a mixed four (two men,

two women) in the men's race.
Grand Valley took first through
fourth places, soundly beating
MSU's b o at
With competition over for the
season, m any m embers are
training for the Indoor Ironman
Triathalon to be held November
16 in the Fieldhouse. The team is
hosting this competition, which
is open to the public.
Individual conditioning is in
effect now with team practices
taking over in January. Anyone
interested in rowing can plan on
Novice practice Monday through
Friday 4-6pm. For information
about the triathalon or the team
call Greg Hartsuff at 895-7805 or
Brenda Hubley at 895-4510.

HELP WANTED
If you are so poor that
you can't pay attention,
YOU NEED WORK !
Immediate part-time
positions available.

Call Shoreline Systems
8 4 2 -9 0 3 3
By Appointment Only

next to Allendale

—November SpecialsTannina iqvisitsjotwiy-sai
**

C all 895-7151 for apt.

By Joe Lowden

Redken Glypro Shampoo $ 1 0 .5 0

Sports Writer

There was another first last
week in the Lanthorn Sport s
Challenge. In the last week of
October Neil Garry became the
first person to win the contest
twice, by picking 16 out of 21
correct winners.
Neil admitted that he has only
played sports challenge twice this
year, and both times he has
suceeded. He plans to play again,
and at that percentage why not?
Neil is a freshman majoring in
Journalism, and besides football
he enjoys hockey, baseball, and
basketball. Neil's favorite NFL
team iy the Cleveland Browns,
who he predicts will win the
Superbowl. As for his favorite
college team Neil said, "Notre
Dame is my favorite college

fo r

16oz

5oz. of Mira 9 FREE with purchase of Glypro
___________

Last week's winner, Gordon Stenger

Two-time winner, Neil Garry

team, and I hope they win the
Challenge this year, and he has
National Championship."
missed entering only once.
Last week Gordon Stenger
G ordon is a sophom ore
predicted 17 of the 20 winners in
majoring in Political Science.
the Sports Challenge, and edged His favorite NFL team is the Los
out Angelia Groom's 17 correct Angeles Raiders, and his favorite
picks by three points. Both college team is Michigan. His
Gordon and Angela picked Grand favorite sport is football,
Valley and from there everything naturally.
boiled down to points. Gordon WINNERS FOR LAST WEEK:
predicted 50 total points in the
Grand Valley victory, and Angela 17 CORRECT- GOR DO N
just missed by predicting 53.
STENGER, Agelia Groom.
Gordon has been a faithful D o n ’t fo rg e t to fill o u t
cont es ta nt o f the Sports this w eek’s entry!

Daily Breakfast Specials
7:30 to 9 am
Monday thru Friday

offers expire 11/23/88___________ ______

Part-time
JOB OPPORTUNITY

§fL®(S)/lnl®(y)(Ei
GRAND RAPIDS or ZEELAND
Early Morning Shift
U.P.S.
An E/O Employer

Inquire at Student Employment

Daily Dinner Specials
3 to 8 pm
Monday thru;Thursday

